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Dear Readers,

We are living in the world of demagoguery, propaganda, counterpropaganda, information wars and hybrid threats. Simply in the world that is more and more often referred to as ‘post-truth’. It is the world in which the truth has no clear contours at all, the world in which many media sources are trying to convince us that a single interpretation is the only truth there is. In the current world, however, the truth is an increasingly complex and ambiguous phenomenon. Events and facts rarely have a single and unambiguous interpretation. In this situation, we should doubt any opinions, especially those which their authors present as undisputed facts.

Propaganda, fake news and hoaxes are the most complex challenges today’s media communication has to face. Given these phenomena, there is – literally – a tectonic shift in the media scene that transforms and often deforms the existing communication forms in new ways and at a much faster pace than in the past. However, creating an environment of general anxiety and continually searching for an enemy is not only in the agenda of fake news; the mainstream media often seem to follow this path as well. Indirect consequences of this state of affairs can include the efforts to limit media pluralism, to spread ignorance, hate and hostility.

In this context, it is an important challenge for all individuals (and the society as a whole) to learn and improve critical thinking. This means the ability to assess the relevance, credibility and content validity of the information we come into contact with. It also means that when thinking about a serious problem, we are never supposed to stop; we have to keep thinking about it to reveal a new perspective. The worst solution in this context is living in our individual ‘opinion bubbles’, which is a typical symptom of a segmented and highly fragmented society full of fake news, propaganda and information warfare. The problem that the critically minded individuals face is not always just the first-line misconduct. More often we encounter information that contains more or less truthful facts, but they are removed from their original context and distorted by misleading commentaries. Such media communication practices are very dangerous because they can completely change the original meaning of an original message or an event of great importance.

The purpose of Communication Today is, and always has been, to serve as a platform for the presentation of scholarly and professional discourse on media and marketing studies. We want to provide a free space for exchanging different views of the current events, especially of the events that cross the boundaries of the spheres of media, political and social communication and other kinds of human interaction. This kind of reflection is particularly important for strengthening the culture of tolerance and mutual respect. The academic discourse helps us to cope with various efforts to manipulate public opinion and to promote social dialogue in the life of civil society as well. We believe that the scientific articles we offer in this issue will be an interesting and useful contribution to the scholarly discourse on the aforementioned issues.
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